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In a number of simple groups there is an element a of order 3 such that 
Co(a)/(a) is isomorphic to PSL(2, q) or a subgroup of the automorphism group 
of PSL(2, q). We characterize some of these groups. 
THEI)REM. Let G be a finite group having no nonidentity Abelian normal 
subgroup. Suppose that G has an elementary .4beZian subgroup P of order 32 such 
that ;f a is any element of P+, then there is an odd prime power q such that 
C,(a)/(a) = PSL(2, q), PW2, q), 01 Pz*L(2, q). 
Then G has a self-centralizing normal subgroup X which is isomorphic to one of 
the foIlowing groups: 
(I) PSU(3, 5) 
(2) PSL(3,7), 
(3) IIf Y a Mathieu group, 
(4) M,, , a Mathieu group, 
(5) nh , a Mathieu group, 
(6) HS, the Higman-Sims group, 
(7) R, the Rudvalisgroup, 
(8) 45m 
(9) I2 , a Janko group, 
(IO) PSp(4,4). 
* This research was supported in part by NSF under Grant 32319 and the .4Ifred 
Sloan Foundation. 
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PSL(2,~) and PGL(2, y) are, as usual, the projective special and general linear 
groups in two dimensions over a field with 4 elements. If q is a square, PZ*L(2, q) 
contains PSL(2, q) as a subgroup of index 2 and has a quasi-dihedral Sylow 2- 
subgroup. 
Note that q may- vary as a runs through the elements of P. Also we make no 
insistence that the extension of Co(a) over (a> split. In fact, in M,, , R, and J? , 
it does not. 
In the course of proving this theorem we obtain the following proposition 
which may be of some independent interest. 
PROPOSITION. Let E be an elementary d belian subgroup of order 16 of a 2-group 
Q. Suppose that N,(E) is isomorphic to some subgroup of D, wr Z, . Then, 0 is of 
sectional 2-rank four. 
While the conclusion of the theorem above is based on a 3-local hypothesis, 
the proof consists largely of 24ocal analysis. Indeed, by the structure of PSL(2, q), 
we can choose a subgroup p-of C,(aj with I/’ z Z, x Z, and V normalized by P. 
We begin by studying C,( L-). If F is the Fitting subgroup of Co(V), it follows by 
a theorem of Feit and Thompson on self-centralizing elements of order 3 that 
C;;( V)/F g z, ) s, ( A, ( or L,(2). Moreover, F is normalized by P. Using the 
fact that all elements of Pr have centralizers of the type above, it follows that a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of F has order of at most 2*. Thus, there are at most a finite 
number of possibilities for C,( V)/O(C,( I’)). The proof of the theorem simply 
consists of analyzing these possibilities. 
In Section 1 we establish some of the facts stated above. Also we bound the size 
of certain 2-signalizers of P. 
In the remaining sections we determine the group G by constructing 
some 2-local subgroup which characterizes G. We begin by choosing R to be a 
maximal 2-subgroup of G which is normalized but not centralized by P. Section I 
implies that 1 R 1 < 28. In Sections 2-5 we deal with the possibility that 1 R I :== 2’. 
In Section 6 we study the case in which 1 R I := 2s. In Section 7 we deal with the 
case in which I R ~ < 24. In the last section we treat ! R ) = 24. This is done b\ 
proving the proposition stated above. 
1 
In what follows our notation is mostly that of [8]. In particular, we often use 
the bar convention for homomorphic images. G is a finite group having no 
nonidentity Abelian normal subgroups. P is an elementary Abelian subgroup of 
G of order 3”. For all a in P*, we suppose that &(a)/(~;, = PSL(2, q), PGL(2, q), 
or PZ”L(2, q), where q is odd and may vary with a. In this section we begin the 
study of the 2-local structure of G. In what follows we often set C,, = Co(a) 
and C,, = Co(a)/(nY, if n lies in P”. 
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By Schur [16], it follows that either C, = (a) x CO , or that Ca = PSL(2, 9) 
or Pz*L(2,9) and that the extension of C, over (a) is nonsplit. In the latter case 
the Sylow 3-subgroup of C, is extra-special of order 33 and exponent 3. 
The following is easily checked: 
LEMMA I. I. In the group G‘, , 
(i) Any fours group is self-centralizing. 
(ii) rlny 2-group which is normalized but not centralized by an element of 
order 3 is a fours group. 
(iii) Any element of order 3 normalizes a fours group. 
In some sense these are the only properties of C, which are used in the sub- 
sequent analysis. To be precise, when any other property of C, is used, G is 
already a known group, and we are simply attempting to find out whether G 
satisfies the hypothesis of our theorem. 
We study next the 2-signalizers of P. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let R be a 2-group normalized by P. Then either, 
(i) R has 2-rank one and is centralized by P. 
(ii) C,(P) = 1 and / R / = 228, with k < 4. Moreover, ifa 5 P*, C,(a) s 1 
or Z, x Z2 . If in addition j R I = 2*, then C,(R) C R. 
Proof. If P centralizes R, (i) follows by Lemma 1.1(i). If C,(P) # R, choose 
a in P* so that C,(P) C C,(a). Then, P . CR(a) 5 C,(a). Also, P normalizes and 
does not centralize C,(a). By Lemma l.l(ii), C,(a) s Z, x Z, . Then, (ii) 
follows, as R = (C,(a)\ a E P#). If / R ) = 28, let L = R Co(R). Since P 
normalizes a Sylow 2-subgroup of N,(R), (ii) of this lemma implies that Ii is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of L. By Burnside’s transfer theorem, CG(R) g Z(R) x 
O(C,(R)), and so L s R x O(L). If O(L) + 1, then for some a in P+, C&a) = 
D 1 1. Since j R j = 28, from (ii) it follows also that C,(a) # 1. Thus, C,(a) . 
D EGG(a), in contradiction to Lemma 1.1(i). 
The next lemma guarantees that in the group G, P possesses a reasonable 
number of 2-signalizers. Let a E P+ and take V to be a fours group in C,(a) 
which is normalized by P. 
LEMMA 1.3. C,( I;) has a nilpotent characteristic subgroup T with Cti( k-)/T = 
Z, , S, , A, , or L,(2). Moreover, P normalizes T and C,(a) = V. Let R = O,(T). 
Then, / R / = 22” with k < 4, and 
(i) If C,(V)/T = A,, j R 1 = 220~ 26. 
(ii) IfC,(V)/T = L,(2), 1 R 1 = 22. 
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Proof. By Lemma i.l(i), the group (r’, a,> is self-centralizing in G. Thus, 
in C,( V)/T,‘, a is self-centralizing. By a theorem of Feit and Thompson [3], there 
is a nilpotent normal subgroup T of C,( r’)/V having a quotient group as in the 
statement of the theorem. Since T is nilpotent and F is central in C,(r), the 
preimage T of T is nilpotent. If T properly contains p’, T is the Fitting subgroup 
of C,( V). If T = T-, T == O,(C,( Y)). I n either case, T is characteristic in Co(V). 
Then, clearly, P normalizes T and CT(a) = F’. By the last lemma, / R i = Izk 
with k < 4. NOW (i) and (ii) are immediate from a knowledge of the modular 
irreducibles of -4, and Lx(Z) and the fact that a acts freely on R/V. 
LEMMA 1.4. Suppose that a group P, elementary Abelian of order 3”, acts on a 
2-group R. Suppose also that for all b in P-, C,(b) e 1 or 2, x Z, , alzd that 
C,(P) = 1. Then, 
(i) If 1 R I < 2”, R is elementary dbelian or a Sylow ?-subgroup of L,(4). 
(ii) If R 1 = F, then R is of c/ass at most 2, ![R, R]l < 2”, and R/[R, R] is 
elementary 8belian. 
Proof. For (i), see [9, Lemma 3.31. 
First we show that if 1 R ! = 2”, then i? = R/Z(R) is elementary Abelian. 
Suppose that this is not the case. Then, from the action of P on R and (i), we can 
conclude that i? is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of L,(4). So R has esactll 
two elementary Abelian groups of order 2”, say Eil and i?z . As there are exactly 
two, both are P-invariant. \!T:e claim that the preimage Ei of Ei is elementary 
Abelian. If not, by (i), Ej is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup ofL,(4). Thus, Ei 
has two elementary Abelian subgroups of order 16, say =1 and B. Since the - 
prelmage of Z(R) is P-invariant and has order f6, it is Abelian. Without loss we 
may suppose that the preimage of Z(R) is d. Thus, rl is normal in R. Since Ei 
is normal in R, it follows that B too is normal in R. Thus, [R, BJ _C Z(R), and B 
is central in R. This contradicts B + .?i = Z(a). 
Now [R, R] is P-invariant. Thus, if j[R, R]I > 2-‘, I[R, R]l = 2‘j. Then, there 
is some element a of P+ such that C [R,R](a) = 1. Since R has order 28, C,(a) = 
V y, Z, ); Z, . Since [R, R] C Z(R), it follows that R = Z(R)V. So R is Abelian, 
a contradiction. The remainder of the lemma follows easily. 
2 
In many 2-local configurations encountered in the subsequent analysis, classi- 
fication theorems are applicable to give the structure of G. In this section we 
check which of the known groups that arise later satisfy the hypothesis of the 
theorem. G is taken as in the first section. 
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LEMMA 2.1. The socle of G is a non-dbelian simple group N. Either 
(i) P C N, and N satisJes the hypothesis of the theorem, or 
(ii) 1 P n N / =.3. In this case, P n N is a Sylow 3-subgroup of N and 
C,(P n N) E Z, x Zz x Z, . Aloreouer, AP satisfies the hypothesis of the 
theorem. 
Proof. Let N be the socle of G. By the hypothesis of the theorem, :V is a 
direct product of non-Abelian simple groups. 
First we claim that P n N F 1. So suppose that P n N :=- I. Let a be an 
element of Pp. Then, C,(a) is a normal subgroup of C,, and P n CN(a) = 1. -- 
Thus, CA,(a) is a normal subgroup of C,, , 
-- 
and C,(a) contains no nonidentity 
element of p. By the structure of C,, , this is only possible if Ca = --I4 or S’, 
(assuming C,(a) + I). Thus, C,(a) s I or Z, :( Za . It follows easily from this 
that N is a 2-group, a contradiction. 
Next suppose that ) P n ;V ; = 3. Let (a,~, = P n 1V. Reasoning similar to 
that of the last paragraph shows that C,(a) s Za x Z, x Z, . or C,(a) s Z, . 
Thus, N has a cyclic Sylow 3-subgroup. r\;ow N is a direct product of non- 
Abelian simple groups. Thus, at most one of the factors of N is of order divisible 
by 3. Since C,(a) is solvable, it follows that ;V is simple. If C,(a) s Za f N s -4, 
orL,(2), by the Feit-Thompson theorem cited earlier. Since N is self-centralizing 
in G and 32 divides 1 G /, this is absurd. Thus, CN(a) z Z, ../ Z, x Z, If 
b E P - <:a), then (a) C C,(b) 4 C, By the structure of C, , it follows that 
C,(b) is a normal extension of PSL(2, q) of the desired type. Thus, (ii) follows. 
Lastly, suppose that P C h’. Let a E Pi. Suppose that a projects faithfully on 
the factors Ni ,..., ;I;; of N. Then, C,l(a) >: ... :< Cmk(a) is normal in C,(a). 
If K > I, this contradicts the fact that 0:,(&(a)) is cyclic. Thus, a projects on 
exactly one factor of N. Since this is true for all elements of P-, P lies in a single 
factor of IV. It is immediate that ,V is simple, and (i) follows. 
Next we prove: 
LEnmu 2.2. d Sylow 3-subgroup of G is either elementary Abelian of order 3” 
or extra-special of order 33 and exponent 3. In the Iatter case, all subgroups of G of 
type (3, 3) are self-centralizing. 
Proof. If for some a in P*, C, does not split over (a,,! then a Sylow 
3-subgroup T of C, is extra-special. Thus, (a) is characteristic in T, and 
T is a Sylow 3-subgroup of G. In this case the appropriate part of the lemma 
follows. So suppose that C, z <a,) >: Ca for all a in P+“. Then, a Sylow 3-sub- 
group T of C, is Abelian. Suppose next that for all a in P”, C, is of 3-rank two. 
Then, T is Abelian of type (3, 3’). S ince P lies in T and no element of P is a 
cube in its centralizer, t = 1. Thus, in order to complete the lemma, we must 
derive a contradiction when for some a in Pi-, C, = <a> x L, and [L,, , L,] z 
PSL(2, 3”) with k 2 2. We do this in two lemmas. 
Let T,, be a Sylow 3-subgroup of C,, with P C T, . Then, I;, = <a:> x S,, , 
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with S, a Sylow 3-subgroup of [L, , L,]. T, is elementary Abelian of rank R + 1. 
If 6 E P#, C, contains TO . So C, = @j x L, , where [Lb, Lb] = PSL(2, 3,,,) 
with rn > R. Reversing the argument, it foIlows that m == k and T, = T, . 
\Ve write simply T = T, = T, . Let K<( be the cyclic subgroup of [LO , L,,] 
having order (3A ~~ I)j2 and normalizing S, . Let :1/f L N,(T)/T. pl;ow K, has 
two proper invariant subspaces in its action on T: <a> and S, . As the same 
holds for Kb with b E P - (a’~, it follows that (K, , K$ and M are irreducible 
on T. 
LEMhlA 2.3. (i) lvo involution j of c,, inverts s, . 
(ii) The integer k is odd. 
(iii) No involution j inverts a and centralizes S, . 
Proof. First we prove (i). Assume j centralizes a and inverts S, . Take b 
in S, n P with b 7: I. Then, j normalizes (6), [L, , L,], and S, , Moreover, 
~ CSb( j)l = 3. By the structure of Aut(PSL(2, 3”)) any involution j normalizing 
a Sylow 3-subgroup c’ satisfies j C,(j); = 1 or 3k”z. From this it follows that 
k = 2. Now n/f acts irreducibly on T. The irreducible subgroups of GL(3, 3) are 
not difficult to determine. Clearly, l%Z does not lie in the normalizer of a Singer 
cycle (as 1 J/f 1 is even) nor contain SL(3, 3) ( as j C,,(a)1 x 2”). It follows that 
i1f C 2, x S, , where the central 2-element in the latter group inverts T. Now P 
has four subgroups of order 3. For each a in P-, the element KO has order 4 and 
centralizes <a:,,. But in the action of 2, >. S, on T, only three elements of order 4 
centralize nonidentity elements of T. Thus, (i) follows. From this (ii) is imme- 
diate. An argument used in the beginning gives (iii). 
LEMMA 2.4. n/l is a transitive Frobenius group in its action on one-dimensional 
subspaces of T. 
Proof. Let p be some prime divisor of (3k - l)i2. Let X be the set of one- 
dimensional subspaces of T. Let IV be those elements of .Y such that if 3’ E I’, 
there is some p-subgroup of Jl which fixes y and has orbits on X - y of length 
divisible by p. By Gleason’s lemma, fiP is transitive on Y. Using the element K,, , 
it follows that if a E P*, then <a) lies in 1’. Thus, all subgroups of P of order 3 
are conjugate under the action of 111. Since R is odd, K,, is transitive on subgroups 
of T of order 32 containing a. Thus, iV is transitive on X. By the last lemma, 
C,, g (a> x PSL(2, 37. Moreover, by (iii) of the last lemma, any element which 
inverts a must invert T. Thus, the subgroup of &r which fixes (a) is semiregular 
on X - (a,;, and the lemma follows. 
Now we can derive a contradiction. By the last lemma, there exists a Frobenius 
group n/l having kernel N of order (3k--’ - 1)/2 and a complement L of order 
(3’; - 1)/2. Since L ;2 > 1 H 1, L acts irreducibly on N. It follows that H is a 
p-group. Since 4 divides 3 h+r ~~ 1, as k is odd, it follows that H is a 2-group. 
Therefore, 3h’r - I = 2”. It is well known that this equation is solvable only if 
kisatmost 1. 
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LEMMA 2.5. .4mong the groups L,,(q), n > 2; L’Jq), n ;z 3; PSp(2n, q), 
n 3 2; O,*(q), n 2 7; G&); Q2(q); 4, ; or a group of Ree type, the only possi- 
bilityfor N are: L,(7), U,(5), PSp(4,4), or L,(2). 
Proof. From the order of a Sylow 3-subgroup of G, the only possibilities for 
N lie among the groups: L,(q), La(q), L,(q), and L,(q) with q + 1 divisible by 3, 
Us(q), U4(q), and U,(q) with q - I divisible by 3, PSp(4, q), G,(q), A,, A, , A, , 
d, . The last four eliminate easily, as do all cases in which q is a power of 3. 
In the group G,(q) it is known that the centralizer of a central element of 
order 3 is the group SL(3, q) or SU(3, q) according as q - 1 or q t- 1 is divisible 
by 3. Thus, :V f G,(q). 
S uppose that N is one of the groups L,(q), L&q), with q + I divisible by 3, 
U,(q), CJq), with q - 1 divisible by 3 or PSp(4, q). Then, A7 has a subgroup L 
which is a central product of two copies of SL(2, q). In addition, L contains a 
Sylow 3-subgroup of N, Thus, some element of P centralizes an SL(2, q). This is 
a direct contradiction unless q =: 2 or 4. L,(2) s /I, and PSp(4, 2) G S, are 
easily eliminated. In the groups U,(4) and C\(4), a Sylow 3-subgroup has order 
3s and there is an element of order 3 which centralizes a group isomorphic to 
L,( 16). The remainder lie on the list. 
In L,(q), Lc,(q) with q + 1 divisible by 3, or C;(q) with q - 1 divisible by 3, 
a Sylow 3-subgroup is cyclic and has a cyclic centralizer. By Lemma 2.1, N is 
none of these groups. The group L3(q), with q - 1 divisible by 3, has an Abelian 
subgroup of type (q - 1, (q - 1)/3). By Lemma 2.1(i), (q - 1)/3 = 2. U,(q) is 
similar. 
LEMMA 2.6. If G has sectional 2-rank 4 or has a SJJ~OW 2-subgroup of order at 
most 21°, G satisjies the conclusion of the theorem. 
Pyoof. If G satisfies the hypothesis of this lemma, then G is known 
either by a theorem of Gorenstein and Harada [9], or a theorem of Beisiegel and 
Sting1 [I]. The last lemma eliminates all nonsporadic groups on their lists. Simply 
from the order of the Sylow 3-subgroup, the only groups which must be eli- 
minated are Jt , M,, , Mia , and Held’s group. But Jr has a cyclic Sylow 
3-subgroup. In Mr, and M,, the centralizer of a central element of order 3 is 
3-closed. (See, e.g., [2].) In Held’s group, the centralizer of a central element of 
order 3 is a threefold covering group of A, [14]. 
3 
We now begin the proof of our theorem. Take G and P as in Section 1. In the 
remainder R denotes a maximal 2-subgroup normalized but not centralized by P. 
By Lemma 1.2, C,(P) = 1 and ) R / < 2*. Take a, , up , a, , and a, to be ele- 
ments of order 3 which represent the four cyclic subgroups of P. Let Vi = 
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CR(q). By Lemma I .2, ITi s 1 or Z, x Z, . By Lemma 1.4, A has class 2 at 
most. 
In this section and in the following we treat the case in which 1 R I = 2s. 
Then, Vi + I. \Z’e also have: 
LEtvtktA 3.1. If R i -= 2a, then I [R, R] == I ) 2a, OY 2-‘. =Ilso, C,(R) C R. 
Mooreover, if [R, R] 6 I-, 1z Z(R), then 
(i) AVG( Vi) c ArG(R). 
(ii) PR < X,( r-,), and NG( b’;) = RN,J~~~,(P). 
(iii) NNGrC’,)(P) C S, i: S, . 
Proof. The first two statements follow directly from Lemmas l.4(ii) and 
I .2(ii), respectively. Suppose [R, R] c I’; C Z(R). Thus, Ii centralizes a group 
R of order 28, and R is normalized by P. n’Ioreover, R/Tri is elementary Abelian. 
We now apply Lemma 1.3. Suppose that (i) or (ii) in the conclusion of that 
lemma holds. By the order of R, it follows that Co( PYi)/7’ z il, and 1 O,(T)1 = 26. 
Since / R / = 28, R is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,( IfYi). Note also that ai acts 
freely on O,(T),/I,, . Thus, C,( Iri)/T acts faithfully on O,(T)/Yi . It follows 
that a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,( IVj)/I’i . 1s not Abelian, a contradiction. Thus, 
Lemma 1.3 implies that ~ O,(C,( ITi)) = 2s and C,( T-,)/T z Z, or S, Since R is 
normalized by P, R = O,(T). Since R is self-centralizing, R = T. Thus, (i) 
follows. Since N,( I,‘,)/(&( ITi) IS a subgroup of S, which contains Z, , the first 
part of (ii) follows. The second part of (ii) and (iii) follow by the Frattini argu- 
ment and C,(P) = I. 
In this section we treat the case in which [R, R] = 1. In the next two sections 
we treat J[R, R]l =I 2” or 2r, respectively. Thus, in this section R is elementary 
Abelian and R = I-i I:, V:, I; . By the last lemma it follows that for all i, iVo( Vi) C 
N,(R). Set 11 = NG(R)/R. 
LEMMA 3.2. p is a self-centralizing T.I. set in ill and a Sylow 3-subgroup of M. 
Moreover, ! M: Ar,M(P)l < (85)( 127)/4. 
Proof. Now ,V,((a,>) normalizes C,(q) = lri . By Lemma 3.l(ii) and (iii), 
N*(((a$) c s, s s, . Since this is valid for all i, the first part of the lemma 
follows. Now the number of four-subgroups of R is (85)(127). Also, N,(P) 
contains the normalizer in 111 of each of the fours groups I,‘, . From this it follows 
that 4 1 M: IV,(P)! f (85)(127). 
LEMMA 3.3. ilZ does not contain the gYOup L,(4). 
Proof. Let L be a Sylow 7-subgroup of L,(4) and H its normalizer. Suppose 
that L,(4) is contained in 111. Note that C,(H) = I. For otherwise, CR(H) has 
order at least 2s and so contains some P7; or a conjugate, a contradiction. On the 
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other hand, C,(L) # I. Let x be a nonzero point in C,(L) and K the subgroup of 
Ls(4) which fixes x. Then, N,(L) = L implies that K has a normal 7-complement. 
Since L normalizes no nonidentity subgroup of L,(4) of order relativel! 
prime to 7, K = L. This implies 1 R+ ) 2 1 L,(4)1/7, a contradiction. 
LEMMI 3.4. Either P is normal in M, or .& C AT C Xut(-J,). 
Proof. First observe that Lemma 3.2 implies that P normalizes no non- 
identity 3’-subgroup of M. Consequently, if for some prime p, O,(M) + I, 
then p = 3 and R is normal in M. Let d& be a minimal normal subgroup of M. 
Then, P n AZ, f 1. If P n ill,, has order 3, then the Feit--Thompson theorem 
cited earlier implies that ill,, is =1, or L,(2). Therefore, some element of p* 
centralizes ,I/, , a contradiction. Thus, Plies in Al,, . It follows quickly that M, is 
simple. Since ( -Ifi N,(P)! < 2700 and i J?V&~): ,< 3’2” ==: 144, 1 211 1 ,< 
(4)( 10s). Kow Hall [I I] found all simple groups of order less than IO6 and having 
Sylow 3-subgroups of order at most 3 *. Going through his list and applying the 
condition that P is a T.I. set and a Sylom 3-subgroup of .lZO, and that ,Icf,, C 
Aut(R), it follows that the only possibilities for :I& are Af, and L,(4). The rest 
follows by the last lemma. 
If P is normal in M, then Lemma 3.2 implies that M/P is a subgroup of 
Q&i > a quasi-dihedral group of order 16. In this case, 111 is a subgroup of 
Aut(rlg). Thus, in what follows it suffices to suppose that ill is a subgroup of 
Aut(-$J containing a Sylou 3-subgroup. 
LEnfivrA 3.5. Let r be an involution of M. If r E PGL(2, 9), then J C,(r)/ = ?. 
Otherwise, 1 CR(r)1 = 25. 
Proof. If Y E PSL(2, 9), r(or a conjugate) inverts P, and it follows that r 
&es each ITi and I CVi(r)! = 2. Thus, ( C,(r)/ = 24. If r E PGL(2, 9) - 
PSL(2, 9), then r centralizes an element of order 5. Note that A, is contained in 
PSL(2, 9) and that any faithful irreducible representation of -4s over W(2) is of 
dimension 4. Since nonidentity elements of P have a centralizer on R of order 
2’, all constituents of d, are faithful. Thus, the element of order 5 acts freely on 
R. Thus, J C&r)i = 2”. Lastly, suppose that r lies outside of PGL(2, 9). Then, 
some conjugate of r normalizes but does not invert P. Call it r’. Then, notation 
may be chosen so that r’ centralizes a, , inverts a, , and interchanges us and a4 . 
It follows that 1 C,l(r’)/ == 2’, I Cc.?(r’)/ = 2, and 1 CV,v,(r’), = 22, yielding the 
lemma. 
LEbtnr.4 3.6. (i) R is the only elemenfary Abelian group of order 28 in ArG(R). 
(ii) R is weakly closed in N,(R). 
(iii) No(R) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
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Proof. Let B be an elementary Abelian group of order 28 in ArG(R). Since ~71 
is of 2-rank 3 at most, j B n K / 2 25. Suppose that B # R. If j is an involution 
of B - (B n R), then j centralizes B n R. By the last lemma it follows that 
~ B n R ; = 25. Thus, B/B n R has order 23, and some involution j of B - 
(B n R) lies in PGL(2, 9), a contradiction by the last lemma. The rest follows 
from this. 
We now use a criterion of Goldschmidt [7, Corollary 41 to derive a contra- 
diction. Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of A;,(R). Let S be the collection of all 
subgroups B of T such that for some g in G, Bo C R, but B $ R. Let r be the 
maximum of the ranks of the groups B/B n R, as B ranges through S. By 
Goldschmidt’s theorem, we may suppose that R is not strongly closed in T 
with respect to G. Let t be some conjugate of an element of R- which lies 
in T. Then, Goldschmidt’s criterion guarantees that the rank of [R, t] is at 
most Y. 
LrY’e determine r for the case in point. Since T/R is of rank 3, r is at most 3. 
Let t be an involution of T - R which fuses into R. Suppose r is 1 or 2. Then by 
the last paragraph, the order of C,(t) is at least 26. By Lemma 3.5 this is a contra- 
diction. Thus, r = 3. Take B in S so that B/B n R is of rank 3. By the structure 
of lVG(R)/R, there is some involution t of B -- B n R with tR in PGL(2, 9). 
By Lemma 3.5, / C,(t)! = 25. Again this contradicts the last paragraph, com- 
pleting the case of this section. 
4 
We retain the notation of the last section. In this section we suppose that 
1 R 1 = 28 and that [R, R] has order 22. We set k’r = [R, R]. By Lemma 3.1, 
iV,( F;) 5 N,(R) and Ivc( FJR lies in S3 x S, . Since P’i is characteristic in R, 
lVG( rr) = N,(R). Let T be a Sylow ?-subgroup of NJ V,). 
First we treat the case in which Z(R) f [R, R]. 
LEMMA 4. I . Suppose that Z(R) 3 [R, R]. Then 
(i) j Z(R)\ = 24 and R = Z, x Z, x Q, where Q is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
M&(4)* 
(ii) R = J(T). 
(iii) T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Proof. If the order of Z(R) is greater than 2’, it fohows, as in Lemma 1.4, 
that R is Abelian. Thus, j Z(R)( = 24. By choosing notation properly we may 
suppose that Z(R) = FYIVz and that R = V,V,V,I~~ . Note that 1’r VaV, is 
a P-invariant subgroup of R having order 26 and that R = V, x ( Vlb’3V4), as 
CT2 C Z(R). Thus, (i) follows by Lemma 1.4. 
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Now let t be an involution of T - R. We claim: 
(I) If i inverts P in NJR)/R, / C,(t)1 < 2’. If / C’,(t), = 24, then C,(t) 
is not elementary Abelian. 
(2) If i does not invert 1”, then 1 C,(t)1 < F. If 1 C,(t)1 := 25, then C,(t) is 
not elementary Abelian. 
Suppose that t inverts H. We consider the action oft on R/F1 . It follows that 
t fixes F, for i = 2, 3, 4, and that 1 Cri(t)/ = 2. Also / CV1(t)i = 2. Thus, 
C,(t)/ < 24. Moreover, if , C,(t)] = 2”, t centralizes elements .~a and x4 with 
x3 E v3 r ‘1 - r ; and x,, E rr4 Vr - k; . By the structure of I’, I ‘a LY4 , [.~a , XJ f I, 
and (I) follows. 
Suppose that i does not invert I’. Since t normalizes IFi and rz -= Z(R)/k; , t 
normalizes (ai,: and (aa;, Since t does not centralize both %i and aa, 
I Cz&t)~ .< 23. Moreover, as t does not invert B, t interchanges (a;j, and 
(So>. Thus, in R/Z(R), t interchanges vs and vJ . It follows that 1 CR,z(R~(t)l -- 
2s, and that Ca,z(a)(t) n Fa = Cs~z(a)(t) n Fa = I. Thus, j C,(t)! ,< 25, and if 
I CR(t)! =: 25, C,(t) contains an element x not in VlV,V3 u I,‘,V,V, . Thus, .r is 
not an involution and (2) follows. 
Now it follows quickly that any elementary Abelian subgroup of T having 
order 2” lies in R. Thus, (ii) follows. Since R is characteristic in T, (iii) follows. 
Now application of Lemma 2.6 completes the case in which Z(R) # [R, R]. 
In the remainder of this section we suppose that Z(R) = [R, R]. Next we treat 
the case in which for all distinct i and J’ with 2 < i and 2 < j, [fi-( , Vi] f I. 
Thus, V;VjV, is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of L,(4). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let t be an involution of T - TV1 . Then, t has at least four 
conjugates under T. 
Proof. If t E T - R, the argument of the last lemma shows that ) C,(t)/ < 2”. 
Thus, t has at least eight conjugates in T. So suppose that t E R -- lVl . 
If t E I’;TVjV, with 2 < i < j, the statement is immediate from the structure of 
the Svlow 2-subgroup ofL,(4). Let Q = Vi F,b’, . Then, R = QVs . So we may 
suppose that t = XS, where s E r-r* and x E Q. Also, as we may assume that 
I f$ YlF2 or l,‘rbVs , 1 s / = 4. 
Since s centralizes Q/V1 , / Co(s)\ > 2*. Also C,(s) is a,-invariant and aA acts 
freely on Q. Thus, either i Co(s)/ -= 24, or s centralizes Q. In the latter case, as 
Co(s) is a,-invariant, V4 centralizes Q, contrary to hypothesis. The same argu- 
ment shows that Co(s) + Vrr/? or F7rV3 . Since Co(s) is a,-invariant, Co(s) s 
z, x z,. 
Now a, acts freely on Q/F1 . Let c be an a,-invariant subgroup of Q/b; 
containing the element .F. Let U be the preimage of c in Q. Since 1 s ; = 4, 
U g ZJ x Z, . Since s inverts s and centralizes a, , s inverts l-J. It follows that 
L’ n C,(s) = Z(Q). Therefore, Q == c’Co(s). S ince s has four conjugates under 
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Q, s has four conjugates under Co(s). It follows that t = ss has four con- 
jugates in R. 
Thus, as before, J,; is characteristic in T, and T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Thus, in the remainder by renumbering we suppose that [J’a , F;] = I. If also 
[V, , J-a] = I, then I’, c Z(R), a case already treated. So we may suppose that 
[ J, , J 11 + I and [J-a , J;] + I . 
Let H = NG(R). Since N,(P) permutes J.-i, J-a, J/a, and I,, , N,(P) 
normalizes I,‘, , J,7, , and VaJ’, . Let E = J’lV, and A =: Vi I :a J; . Both E and 
A-I are elementary Abelian and self-centralizing normal subgroups of H. Since 
N,(P) normalizes J,‘at,, , H is a split extension of J; J’a by J,-a J,;N,(P). Likewise, 
H is a split extension of A by J’&,(P) = NH(<~ua)). This last group is iso- 
morphic to some subgroup of S, Y S, containing 2, :; A, . Note that a, acts 
freely on -4. 
LEMMA 4.3. If ~ T < 29, I’, is characteristic in T. 
Proof. First suppose that a4 lies in Z(N,((a,,>)). Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of N,((a,\). Then, C,(S) + I, and [S, a,] = I imply that 1 C,(S)1 > 2s. Since 
Z(R) = VI and 9 is self-centralizing, J’, -_ C,(S) = Z(T), and the lemma 
follows. 
Xext suppose a, is inverted by some element of N,((a,,) = I-N,(P). Let Z: 
be a fours subgroup of NH(<u,)). \Ve claim: C,,,(U); < 22. If l.,- centralizes (a,;,, 
then UC R. It follows that R = ilCr, and C.,(U) =: Z(R) is of order 22. Other- 
wise, CT == / j, k‘,, where; centralizes and k inverts a, . Since C,,(j) is a,-invariant, 
I C,(j): == 2”. Since k inverts ua , 1 C’,(j) n C.,(k)1 = 22, and the claim follows. 
From this, it is easily shown that =I is the unique elementary Abelian subgroup 
of T of order 2”. In addition, R == <t I t E T, tz = I, and C,(t)’ T> 2*‘:. Thus, 
R is characteristic in T. As J7 i I= [R, R], the lemma follows. 
As earlier, using this lemma and Lemma 2.6, we may suppose that T 1 =: ?I”. 
Since E is normal and self-centralizing in T and T splits over E, T is of type L,(Z). 
Using Lemma 2.6, we again suppose that T is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
First we note: 
LEMMA 4.4. T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of NG(-g). 
Proof. Let Q be a 2-subgroup of No(A) containing T. We show that Q = T. 
Without loss, we may suppose that T is normal in Q. 
Observe that N&.4)/A g N,((a,j) z S, x S, . Let S, be a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of CH(u,) and S a Sylow 2-subgroup of N,((u,)) containing S, . An 
involution in S, commutes with ua and has a centralizer on ,-I of order 24. =\n 
involution in S -- S, inverts up and has a centralizer on il of order 23. Thus, 
.S,1 is normal in Q. Now S, z D, , j C,,(S,)/ > 22. But R C S,A. Also, C,(R) ::= 
Z(R) = I, . Thus, C,(S,,) -- I, . Therefore, ,Q normalizes Jr, , and the lemma 
follows. 
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LEMMA 4.5. (i) T has two elementary Abelian subgroups -4 and B of order F. 
Both are normal in T. 
(ii) LetQ = -gB. Then *-1 n B i = 21. Z(Q) = =1 n B. Q/Z(Q) is elemen- 
tary Abelian of order 2”. A-Ul involutions of Q lie in .-I u B. Moreover, Z(Q) = 
[Qy Ql. 
(iii) The elements a, of P normalizes Q and acts freely on -11. 
Proof. For (i), see [13, Lemma 2.21. Nest we locate B in N. Since T/A has 
2-rank 3, I C,,(B)1 2 ( d n B / 2 23 The argument used at the end of Lemma . 
4.3 shows that in H/A, A4BjA centralizes ~a . Since Cp(ca) z Za .*: .S, , 
( A n B / >: 2-‘. Let j E B - (B n --I). Then, as j centralizes rZ, , ; C,(j)] = 2’. 
Thus, -4 n B has order 2”. Also all involutions in the cosetjJ lie inj(--2 n B). 
Thus, all parts of (ii) follow except Z(Q) = [Q, Q]. The last is not hard to check 
in the group LJ2). ‘41~0 [iii) was already noted. 
LEMMA 4.6. N,(Q)/0 is an extension of Z, x Z, by D, . 
Proof. Since I’t C Z(Q), C,(Q) -CQ. Let L be the subgroup of No(Q) which 
centralizes Q/Z(Q). Since Z(Q) = [Q, Q], L centralizes 1-r . Thus, L = Q. 
Thus, it suffices to determine that the group NG(Q) induces on Q/Z(Q). Since all 
involutions ofQ lie in A u B, any element of No(Q) either fixes or interchanges --I 
and B. Thus, N,(Q),/Q acts on Q/Z(Q) as a subgroup of Z, N Z, extended by D, . 
Since T is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of G and Q is characteristic in T, a S~low 
2-subgroup of N,(Q)/Q has order of at least 8. Also, by Lemma 4S(iii), 3 
divides the order of -V,(Q)/Q. The lemma follows from this. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let P,, be a S$ov 3-subgroup of lVo(Q). Then, the elements of 
P,,* have a centralizer as in the statement of the theorem. 
Proof. We use Lemma 2.2. If PO is a Svlou 3-subgroup of G, this is obvious. 
Otherwise, a Sylow 3-subgroup of G is extra-special of order 33 and exponent 3. 
In this case all elements of P,,’ are fused in G. Indeed, ~Vo(P,,)/Co(P,) contains a 
subgroup isomorphic to D, (from IV,(Q)) and Z, . Thus, it follows that 
No(P,)/C’o(P,J is isomorphic to GL(2, 3). The lemma follows from this. 
Thus, replacing P by PO , we have found a 2-signalizer Q of P with Z(Q) = 
[,Q, Q] of order 2J. We treat this configuration in the next section. 
5 
In this section we suppose that a maximal 2-signalizer R of P has order 2” and 
that [R, R] = 2”. Then, by Lemma 1.4, [R, R] = Z(R) and R,‘Z(R) is ele- 
mentary Abelian. We choose our numbering so that Z(R) = I,‘,V2 and R =: 
Vt;lr;,V,l;. By Lemma 1.3 it follows that R = Co(Z(R)). 
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LEMMA 5.1. (i) R has two elementary dbelian subgroups of order 2’Y 9 == 
1 71 f,, V, and B = Fe1 I 7z I a4 . 
(ii) All inoohtions of R lie in A U B. 
. . 
(iu) N,(R) = RIVA,,(R,(P). 
(iv) If S is a S’lozc ?-s&group of No(R), R = /(A’). 
(v) S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Proof. Since J-r J V2 = Z(R), I’, I pz I 3 and I,‘, J’a I; are elementary Abelian 
groups. Since I[R, R]I = 2”, R/I, and R/I-? are isomorphic to the Sylow 2-sub- 
group ofL,(4), by Lemma 1.4. From this, (i) and (ii) are immediate. 
Let 34 be the subgroup of No(R) which centralizes R/Z(R). Since Z(R) = 
[R, R], M centralizes Z(R). Thus, dr = R. Now, as in Lemma 4.6, it follows 
that Pis normal in No(R)/R. Then, the Frattini argument gives (iii). 
Let j be an involution of ,V,JR) - R. If jR inverts PR/R, then / Cr,( j)i = 
1 C,,(~)I == I C:dj)# == ! C,(j)’ = 2. Thus, if C,(j)! = 21, C,(j) contains 
.Y 6 1-r11.y2P’3 u 1 ,r,‘,I; . Thus, C,(j) is not elementary Abelian. Similarly, if 
jR does not invert PR,iR, C,(j), < 25, and if C,(j)1 = 25, C,(j) is not 
elementary Abelian. 
Thus, if -+I is elementary Abelian of order 26, we cannot have j .d n R ( = 2” 
or .d n Zi ; == 25. Thus, A c R, and (iv) and (v) follow. 
Now using Lemma 2.6, we may suppose that S 1 Tz 2”. Then, as in Lemma 
4.6, iV,(R),/PR = D, . Thus, S = 2”. It. IS not hard to show that S is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of Aut(&(2)). \f: e note next some properties of S. 
(5) Let Cv,(b) == ::j;‘;. Then, C,(b) == ijl , j, , jn , j, , 6, c, d‘; is of order 27. 
Also, cj, E C,(b) with (Q = j, jz 
(6) C,(r) = ‘1, :j2 . 
(7) If t is an inaolution of dR> C’,(t) is of order 27. 
(8) -411 incolutions of bR are conjugate. 
(9) All involutions of CR are conjugate. 
(10) ,‘R, d, is ofesponent 4. 
(II) ZfrE J~,J*,J, - (I’, I-,), then C,(t) has exponent 4, and C,(t) L I ;I r, . 
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Proof. Since iVNGtR)(P) = Ds , we may take the relations of (l)-(4) to define 
(b, c, d). The action of (b, c, d) on b-r , Va , Vs , t’, follows from the action on 
a, , a2 , a3 , a4 . Since a, acts freely on k-r and centralizes c, (R, c‘? = C,(V,) and 
<R, c, b) = Ns( V,). Since (V, Vt V3)c = l/1 Vs V4 , (4) follows. 
That C,(b) = <jl , j, ,j3 , ja , b, c, d> is immediate. Since j3j4 $ VI VsV3 u 
6;k;Va , /j3jz 1 = 4. Since (j,j.J* centralizes b, (j31J2 E (,j, , js,:i. Since d 
centralizes 6 and fixes V3 and Va , (j3j4)* = j3j4 Thus, (j3jJ2 E C,(,)(b). Since 
P;l, = Vs, C,(,,(b) n P; = C,(,)(b) n T’s = 1. So (j3j3)* == jljs . Then, it 
follows that (j3c)(jsc) = jzsj, , and (5) follows. 
Let Q = C,(c). Then Q is a,-invariant. Also, aL acts freely on R/Z(R). Thus, 
if Q & Z(R), Q covers CR,z(R)(c). Sincejic = jA , c centralizes some element of the 
coset j3j4Z(R). But Cz&c) = (js , Ti,‘ Therefore, c centralizesj,;, or.j3jlt with 
f E Vs - <ja>. But (j3jJe =jJj3 = (j3j,)(jIjJ. Also, te = r’jz. Thus, (jsjrf)’ = 
(j&) <jr . Thus, (6) follows, and (7) is not difficult. 
Since / C,&6)/ == 1 CR Z(R)(b) = 2”, and Z(R)’ = 1 R/Z(R)/ = 2”, (8) 
follows. 
For (9), let c = CRIzcR)(c) and let cr be the preimage of c in R. All involu- 
tions of CR lie in CC? Also, as ! c = 2a, all involutions of CR are conjugate to 
involutions of cZ(R). Thus, if t is an involution of cU, (6) implies that CR(t) = 
(1; ,j&. Thus, t has 2j conjugates in CU. Since f does not centralize Z(R), not 
all elements of clT are involutions. Thus, all involutions of CC and CR are con- 
jugate to c, and (9) follows. 
By numbering we may suppose that d centralizes V, and C,Jd) == (jai. It 
follows that [R, d] C <j, , Z(R)‘:. Then, if .r E R, (xd)? = s’[x, d] C <j4 , Z(R):), 
and (IO) follows. 
For (I I), observe that C,(t) _C i\i,(J). Thus, C,(t)/R z Z, x Z, . Let 
s E C,(t). Then, .I+ E C,(t) = V,lvzVz3 . Thus, ,I!’ = 1. 
LEMMA 5.3. N&-4)/A g S3 x S, , S, x L,(2), or 3, , where $6/03(&) z 
s, 3 I 03($3,)I = 3, and & does not split over 0,(&J. 
Proof. Since Z(R) C /I, Cc(A) C =1. 41~0, NNCcR)(.il) = AVNG(R)(<u4j), and
NvGLd(~*)) = <r/, I a,, bd) x (a,, d; z S, x S, . Also (R, b, d) is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of lY,(A). Set M = Nc(-4)/A. 
LetQ = (V,,b,dj andQs = (V4,bd>. I nvolutions in Q,, have a centralizer 
on A of order 24 (since they centralize a4). Likewise, involutions of Q - Q0 have 
a centralizer on A of order 23. Thus, no involution of Q - Q, fuses into Q0 . 
By Thompson’s transfer lemma, .II has a subgroup M, of index 2 with Sylow 
2-subgroupQ, == D, . 
Now one can check easily that no (5, 7, 31]-subgroup of&(Z) is normalized by 
a subgroup ofL,(2) isomorphic to Za x Ds . Thus, O(M) is a 3-group. 
Note that I%&, has a subgroup isomorphic to Z, x A, . Thus, if O(M) = I, by 
Gorenstein and Walter [IO], it follows that M,, z R, . This is a contradiction, as 
,I& contains a subgroup isomorphic to Z, x D, . Thus, O(M) f 1. 
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Next we claim that v4 centralizes O(M). Suppose that ) O(M)/ < 3”. Then, as 
r* !Z ( ra , 4) z A, , the claim follows. Now O(M) is normalized by a subgroup 
of M isomorphic to 8, . Since a Sylow 3-subgroup of L,(2) has order 3”, 
O(M)1 = 33. -41~0, it follows that a4 E O(M). Then, (v., , a3) centralizes 
O(M)/(%d::, and again the claim follows. 
Thus, O(M) normalizes i;i, . Since AI, = R, it follows that O(M) = <(r,,. 
Now the normalizer of (Q in L,(2) is GL(3,4)(f), where f is the auto- 
morphism of GL(3,4) induced by a field automorphism of GF(4). As the sub- 
groups of GL(3,4) are well known, the rest follows easily. 
We treat each possibility for No(iZ)/A separately. We suppose that G has no 
subgroup of index 2 and derive a contradiction. First suppose that hrc(B)/A s 
s, .r; s, . 
LEMMA 5.4. ,Vo element of A - ( FI VJ fuses into VI V2 . 
Proof. Suppose that t E A - (I,‘iI’,) and tg E V,Va for some g in G. Then, 
-40 _C &(tg). Since A and B are the only Abelian subgroups of S of order 2”, 
using Sylow’s theorem, we may suppose that AQ = A or B. In the last case, as 
Bc = A, Age = A. Thus, there is an element h of G such that th E Vi?/, , and 
A” = -4. Since V,Vz is normal in N,(4), this is impossible. 
LEMMA 5.5. The element b fuses into R. 
Proof. Now S = (R, dj(dcj and (R, d) n (dc) = 1. By the generalized 
form of the Thompson transfer lemma, as G has no subgroup of index 2, there is 
an element g of G such that bg = ((dc)2)Q lies in (R, d::. 
Suppose that b does not fuse into R. Then, C,(b) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
Co(b) (by Lemma 5.2(6) and (7)). Also bg = t, with t an involution of dR. 
By Lemma 5.2(7), 1 C,(t)1 = 2’. Thus, C,(b)g = C,(t) and bg = t. But b is the 
square of the element cd in C,(b). On th e other hand, as t does not lie in the 
subgroup (R, 6, c,, of index 2 in S, t is not a square in S. The lemma follows. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let t be an involution of R. Then an extremally embedded con- 
jugate oft in S lies in R. 
Proof. If t lies in R, t centralizes an elementary Abelian subgroup of order 26. 
No element of S - R centralizes an elementary Abelian subgroup of order ?. 
The lemma follows from this. 
Now take g E G with bg E R. By Lemma 5.6, g may be chosen so that C,(b) 
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Co(bg) and C,(b)g C S. Now C,(b) is of exponent 8 by 
Lemma 5.2(S). Then, Lemma 5.2(11) implies that bg E Z(R). 
LEMMA 5.7. C,(b)g C (R, b, c). 
Proof. NOW C,(b)g _C S and J~C E Cs(b). Also ( j3c I = 8. Since S/R is of 
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exponent 4, (&c)~)Y E R. Since (&c)~ = j,j, , (j&p E R. By Lemma 5.4, 
hAJg E Z(R). Th us, C,(b)O centralizes (‘b j j , , i &g C Z(R). Now the only subgroups 
of (6, c, d) which centralize subgroups of Z(R) of order 4 lie in (b, c> or cd,\. 
But (R, d j has exponent 4 by Lemma 5.2( 10). Thus, C,(b)g does not lie in (R, d) 
and the lemma follows. 
We can now derive a final contradiction. Since j, centralizes b, jag C (R, 6, c>. 
Note also that Lemma 5.2(8) implies thatjab and b are conjugate. Ifjag E R, then 
Lemma 5.4 implies that jay E R - Z(R). Since bQ E Z(R), (j&)O E R - Z(R). 
But then, since b and j3b are conjugate, some element of R -- Z(R) fuses into 
Z(R), a contradiction. Thus, js” 6 R. Now Lemma 5.2(8), (9) imply that all 
involutions ofj3gR are conjugate. Since (j$)g 1 ies injsgR, it again follows that b 
and ja fuse, a contradiction. 
Next we treat the case in which No(A)/A = ,!$ . First we note: 
LEMMA 5.8. Let M g & and suppose that the element a generates O,(M). 
Suppose M acts faithfully on an elementary Abelian group -!l of order 26. Then iI4 
has one orbit of length 6 and one of length 15 011 a-invariant fours subgroups of -4. 
Proof. Let X be the set of a-invariant fours subgroups of A. Then, 
1 S / = 21. Iffc M has order 5, then 1 C,(f)/ = 2”. Thus, &I has an orbit Y 
of length 1 + 5k on zy. Also, K ,> 1, as Jl acts irreducibly on A. Since j 1’ 1 
divides / 11b 1, k # 2. If R = 3, J X - Y 1 = 5, and A[ has an orbit of length 5, 
which is impossible. Thus, / Y / = 6. Since Af has no orbit of 5, Icf is transitive 
onI’i- I-. 
Now we can obtain a contradiction to No(d4)/A = ?$ . 
Observe that by Lemma 5.2(4), Co(V,) has a Sylow 2-subgroup of order 
2g and ,Vo( ri,) of order 2 lo. Also, d is not normal in a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of N,( Vi). 
We determine into which of the orbits of Lemma 5.8 Vr falls. 
If 1/i lies in the orbit of length 6, then Co( Vi) n No(A)/-4 contains a subgroup 
isomorphic to ,4, . By Lemma 1.3, Co(V1)/O,(Co( Vi)) is isomorphic to .4, , and 
1 O,(Co( VJ)/ = 26. This contradicts the order of a Sylow 2-subgroup of Co( V,), 
given above. 
If Vi lies in the orbit of length 15, then 1 ATo n N,(il)j = 21032. This 
implies that ,4 is normal in a Sylow 2-subgroup of Co( VJ, again a contradiction. 
Last we consider the case in which No(A)/<4 s S, x L,(2). Let T = C&d). 
By numbering we suppose that d centralizes a, and inverts a, . Then, C,(d) = 
(T, j,). Let E = (T, j3, d). 
LEMMA 5.9. Let H = No(A). Then, C,(E) = E, and N,(E)/E is an extension 
of an elementary Abelian group of order 23 by L,(2). 
Proof. Since cz4, d] _C C,(d), A normalizes E, inducing on E the full group of 
transvections having axis C,(d). Moreover, in the group H/A, G! centralizes a 
group isomorphic to L,(2). The lemma follows from this. 
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LEMMA 5.10. (i) E and (j3 , d) are normalized but not centralized by an 
element a’ of order 3. 
(ii) T is normalized by a conjugate of P. 
Proof. Let n = N,,c~)((~~>) = S, Y L,(2). Let IUs = [fW, 11l] s 2, X 
L,(2). Then, (V3, a,, d) lies in [n/r,, n/r,l. Thus, there is a conjugate a’ of a, 
such that a’ normalizes (js , d>. Also, Cs((j, , d)) = C,(,)(d) = T. So a’ 
normalizes E, and (i) follows. As <a’, a s:a normalizes T, (ii) follows. 
LEMMA 5.11. C,(E) = E and N,(E)/E = L,(2). 
Proof. Lemmas 5.9 and 5.10 (i) imply that N,(E)/&(E) = L,(2). It follows 
that in N,(E) the normalizer of T has order of at least 2r”. Since T is normalized 
by a conjugate of P, Lemma 1.3 implies that iVG( T) has order 21032. Therefore, 
as T C E, C,(E) = E. 
Now by a theorem of Harada [ 131, it follows that G is known, and Lemma 2.4 
is applicable to yield the theorem. 
6 
As before, R is a 2-group of G maximal with respect to the property that it is 
normalized but not centralized by P. By earlier sections, / R 1 < 2’j. In this 
section we suppose that j R ) = 2”. 
By Lemma 1.4, R is either elementary Abelian or isomorphic to a Sylow 
‘-subgroup ofLs(4). First we suppose that R is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of L,(4). Choose notation so that v1 = Z(R) and R -z VIV,V, . Let T be the 
Fitting subgroup of C,(I’r). By Lemma 1.3, C,( VJT = Z, or S, . Moreover, 
R = O,(T). Let H = No(V&O(T). By Lemma 1.3, H/i? is a subgroup of 
s, x s,. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of H. Let j be an involution of S - VI . 
Then, j has at least four conjugates in S. 
Proof. If j E R, this follows from the structure of R. Otherwise in H/a, / 
normalizes P. Thus,j normalizes vr and either fixes or interchanges rs and E’s . 
In the first instance,j inverts P, and so / CrJi)i == 2. Thus, j C,(j)1 < 23. In 
the second case, : C,(j)1 < 2r. In either case the lemma follows. 
It is immediate that S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Then Lemma 2.6 yields the 
remainder. We remark that this is the case which actually occurs in the group Ja . 
Thus, we suppose that R is elementary Abelian of order 26. By numbering 
properly, R = V,I,7,171j . Let Ti be the Fitting subgroup of &(I’<). By 
Lemma 1.3, CG(vi)/Ti = Z, or S, , and T, = R x O(T,). It follows that for 
i = 1, 2, 3, NG( Z:.) C N,(R), and NJ li,),/R is a subgroup of S, x S, . 
Let JI - N,(R)/&(R). First suppose that P is a Sylow 3-subgroup of df. 
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LEMMA 6.2. A Sylow 2-subgroup of M lies in N&P). 
Proof. Since CM(P) normalizes Fi , C,(p) = p. By hypothesis, N,(P)/pis a 
2-group. Of the subgroups of P of order 3, only ga acts freely on R. Thus, 
(or,) 4 N,,,,(p). It follows that N,,.,(P) C Ss x Sa . 
Since P normalizes no 2-group properly containing R, O,(M) = I. By the 
structure of L,(2), it follows easily that O,(M) = O,,(M) = 1. If O,(M) + 1, 
it is not hard to check that O,(M) has order 7 and acts freely on R. Then the 
normalizer of O,(M) in L,(2) is GL(2, 8) extended by a field automorphism. The 
subgroups are well known. Surveying these and using the fact that P is a Sylow 
3-subgroup of M, it follows that IlZ = O,(M) NM(P). Thus, in the remainder 
we suppose that O,(M) = 1. 
Nest suppose that O,(M) f 1. If (at> 4 112, with i # 4, then 111 normalizes 
JVi, and the lemma follows. Thus, we may suppose that a, is normal in M. 
Then, dI C GL(3,4)( f>, wheref is a field automorphism. Now all elements of 
P - (So) have a centralizer on R of order 2’. It follows that P C SL(3, 4). The 
subgroups of SL(3, 4) are well known. Since P normalizes no 2-subgroup of 112, 
and O,(M) = 1, it follows that p 4 ilf. 
Thus, we may suppose that JI has no nonidentity solvable normal subgroup. 
Now the number of fours groups of R is (2 1)(31). The same argument as used in 
Lemma 3.2 shows that / fir: NM(P)! < (31)(7). As / NM(P)/ < 36, it follows that 
1 M 1 < 8000. Now M is the subgroup of the automorphism group of a simple 
group. Using this fact and the list of [l 11, we can easily obtain a contradiction. 
Thus, a Sylow 2-subgroup S of N,(R) has order at most 2*. Arguments similar 
to those used earlier show that R is the unique elementary Abelian subgroup of 
S of this order. Lemma 2.6 does the rest. We assume then that P is not a Sylow 
3-subgroup of M. 
Let Q be a Sylow 3-subgroup of M containing P. Lemma 2.2 implies that Q 
is estra-special of order 33 and exponent 3. First we treat the possibility that Q 
is normal in M. Since Q is self-centralizing in L,(2), M/Q is a subgroup of a 
quasi-dihedral group of order 16. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of NG(R). We 
note: 
LEMMA 6.3. Let j be an involution of SIR. 
(i) 1fj centralizes a4 , 1 C,(j)\ = 24. 
(ii) 1fj inverts $a , 1 C,(j)/ = 23. 
(iii) If U is a fours group of S/R, then some elemnt t of U satis$es 
I C,(t)\ = 23. 
It is immediate that S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. As before, this case is 
completed by the application of Lemma 2.6. 
Last we treat the case in which Q is not normal in M. 
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LEMMA 6.4. Ai,((a,; ) = ATM(Q). 
Proof. By our hypothesis and the fact that Q is extra-special, Co(u,)/(a,) s 
A, or Ml,, . Thus, if Q is not normal in ZVM((G&), NM((aa)) contains &. This 
implies that P normalizes a ?-group of order 2*, contrary to hypothesis. 
LEMMA 6.5. 31 z G,(2) or G,(2)‘. 
Proof. It follows using the last lemma and some of the arguments of Lemma 
6.2 that M has no nonidentity solvable normal subgroups, Since the number of 
fours-subgroups of R is (21)(31), it follows that / M ) ,< (21)(31)1 NM(C.;)l < 
(21)(31)(36) < 24,000. Rloreover, 111 is a subgroup of the automorphism group 
of a simple group L with 33 dividing Aut(L)l. Using the list of [I I], it follows 
easily that L = C:,(3) == G?(2)‘, and the lemma follows. 
Xow the result of [ 151 guarantees that G is isomorphic to the Rudvalis group. 
7 
Now by the results of the previous sections, the largest 2-group normalized 
but not centralized by P has order 2J at most. 
S uppose that no subgroup of G of order 24 is normalized but not centralized 
by P. Let a E P” and let 1~’ be a fours subgroup of Co(a) which is normalized but 
not centralized by P. By Lemma I .3, C,(F’) == 1,’ x Z, or I7 Jo S, . It follows 
that G has a self-centralizing Abelian subgroup of order at most 8. By a result of 
Harada [ 121, G has sectional 2-rank at most four. Now application of Lemma 2.6 
completes this case. 
Let E be an elementary Abelian group of order 16 which is normalized but not 
centralized by P. Choose notation so that E = F;l/? . Let H = LV~(E) n N,( F,). 
By Lemma 1.3, H,/O(H,) is a subgroup of S, x S, containing .J1 x d, Thus, 
r? is normal in H,/O(H,). It follows that No(E) n NJ b;) = N,(E) n V,( P’,). 
Thus, G has a subgroup L with 8, :y: B, CL C S, ;*’ S, . Moreover, if 1,’ = 
Z, ‘/’ Z, , and I- <J L, then L contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(I). 1Ve treat 
this possibility in the next section. 
8 
In what follows E is an elementary Abelian subgroup of order 16 of a simple 
group G. 1V’l’e assume that N,(E)/O(NG(E)) possesses a subgroup L with A, x 
A,CLCS, v Sd and E = O,(L). In addition we assume that if I’ is a 
subgroup of E with r Q L, then L contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(l/‘). 
Consequently, a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(I,‘) is either E or Z, x Z? :K D, . 
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First we determine No(E)/O(No(E)). By our hypothesis on V, E is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of Co(E). Set M = No(E)/O(No(E)). 
LEMMA 8.1. Either 
(i) J, X -4, C MC S, wr 2, , or 
(ii) ill/E g A, or S, and C,(E) = E. 
Proof. M/E contains a subgroup P g 2, x Z, and M/E is a subgroup of 
L,(2) g2g *-I, . 
Now P normalizes no nonidentity 2-subgroup of M/E. Indeed, if P normalizes 
C’, a 2-subgroup of M/E, let V = C,(U). Then, V i 1 and I’ is normalized by 
P. Thus, if c’ + 1, V 4 E, and V = Za x Z, . This contradicts the structure 
of C,(V). 
Now surveying the subgroups of A, which contain P and have this property, 
it follows that M/E C S, wr Z, or iV!/E~ d, or S, . Then, Lemma 8.1 follows. 
In this section we treat the first alternative of Lemma 8.1. We prove 
PROPOSITION. Let E be an elementary dbelian subgroup of order 16 of a 2- 
group Q. Suppose No(E) is isomorphic to some subgroup of D8 wr Z, . Then, Q is 
of sectional 2-rank 4. 
Suzuki [ 181 has shown that a 2-group which possesses a self-centralizing fours 
group is dihedral or quasi-dihedral. The following extends his result. 
LEMMA 8.2. Let Q be a 2-group and E a self-centralizing elementary --lbelian 
subgroup of Q. Suppose that / E / = 2” and / No(E): E i = 2. 
Then, Q has a subgroup Q,, of index 2 containing E such that 
(i) Q0 E Z, x Z, ~2~ x Dem, 
12 - 2 
and 
(ii) q m > 3, Q/Z(Q,) s D,, or QD,,. 
Proof. If Q = No(E), the result is immediate, and so, we may take Q 1 
No(E). Let Q0 be of index 2 in Q with Q,, 1 No(E). 
If Q, = No(E), choose g EQ - Q0 and set E’ = Es. Then, E’ + E, and, as 
iQ,:El =2,Q,=E.E’andIEnE’I =2+‘.Thus,ifjEE’-EnE’,jis 




Also, Z(Q,) is of index 2 in E. In Q = Q/Z[Q,), E z Z, and No(E) g Z, x Z, . 
Thus, Q s De. 
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So we may suppose that Qs 1 N,(E). By induction there is a subgroup S of 
index 2 in QO with E C S, and 
S g Z2 x -.- :< Z, x D,L 
n-2 
By the last paragraph 1 > 3. Thus, N,(E) 1 E and so N,(E) = N,(E) C S. 
Now S has two conjugacy classes of elementary Abelian subgroups of order 2”. 
Since No(E) C S, if h EQ,, - S, h interchanges these conjugacy classes. It 
follows that all elementary Abelian subgroups of S of order 2” are conjugate in Q, 
and if E’ is such a subgroup of S, N,(E’) C S. 
Choose g E Q - QO and let S’ = Sg.V-e claim: 
Now if S n S’ contains an elementary Abelian group C of order 2”, then 
C C S and 0-l C S. By the last paragraph, there is a t E Q, such that C = CO-“. 
Again, by the last paragraph, g-lt E S C Q,, . Thus, g E Q, , contrary to choice. 
Thus, S n S’ contains no elementary Abelian subgroup of order 2”. 
If Z(S) c S n S’, then 
SnS’r Z, x a.. x Z, x D2,, 
n-3 
and S = ( j;, 2;: (S n S’) and S’ = (f:) x S n S’. Thus, E = (j, 
En S n S’> = (Z(S), En S n S’i. Now j’ centralizes E n S n S’, j’ 
normalizes S and so Z(S), and thus j’ normalizes E, contrary to N,(E) C S. 
Thus, Z(S) _C S n S’. Since S n S’ is of index 2 in S, the claim follows. 
Choose b E S - S n S’ and b’ E S’ - S n S’. Then, {Z(S), b) is elementary 
Abelian and b’ interchanges the two conjugacy classes of elementary Abelian 
subgroups of S. Thus, (Z(S), bjb’ is not conjugate to (Z(S), b) in S. Since 
Z(S)b’ = Z(S), bb’ is not conjugate to b in S. Thus, with bb’ = bt, j t ( = 2’. 
Thus, 1 bb’ ( = 2’. Now b and b’ both invert S n S’, and so bb’ centralizes 
S n S’. Thus, 
(S n S’, bb’) s Z2 x ... x 22, x Z,, . 
n-2 
Since b inverts bb’ and S n S’, b inverts tS n S’, bb’), and 
Q, g iz, x ... x Z, x D2t+, . 
n-2 
Part (ii) now follows as before. 
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We can now show: 
LEMMA 8.3. Let Q be a 2-group and E a self-centralizing elementary Abelian 
subgroup of order 24. Suppose 1 N,(E): E 1 = 2. Then, Q is of sectional 2-rank 4. 
Proof. If Q = N,(E), this is immediate from Co(E) = E. So suppose 
Q 3 N,(E). Let QO be as in Lemma 8.2. Then, Q, z 2, x Z, x D,, 
with m > 3. Let j be the involution of Q1([QO, QJ). ,Vow Q/Z(QJ s D,,,z or 
QD2w . 
We claim: g = Q/( j-3 is of sectional 2-rank 4. 
If m = 3, j Q / = 25, and as Q/Z(Q& z D, , Q/(j> has a non-Abelian homo- 
morphic image. Thus, 8 is not Abelian, and the claim follows. 
So we suppose m > 4. Let T _C Q, , T s 7, x Z, x D, . By the structure of 
Q/Z(Qo), N,(T) c Qo . Th us, ing, TgZZ, x Z, x Z, x Z,andNo(T)&&, x 
E, x D, . By induction p is of sectional 2-rank 4, and the claim follows. 
Let now K _C Q, K, 4 K, and K/K,, elementary Abelian of order 25, and draw 
a contraction. Clearly, , K 1 > 25. If j E K,, or j # K, a contradiction is immediate 
from our last claim. Thus, we may suppose j E K - K, . So j @ D(K). Since 
j K n QO / > 2”, K n Q,, is elementary Abelian of order 16 and ( K / = 25. 
But, as in Lemma 8.2, QO contains the normalizer of all of its elementary Abelian 
subgroups of order 16. Thus, K C Q,, , a contradiction. 
Thus, if / No(E): E j = 2, the proposition follows. Nest we treat the case in 
which 1 N,(E): E / = 4. 
In this case, there are three possible structures for No(E), as No(E)/E C D, . 
If No(E)/E s Z, , E is the only elementary Abelian subgroup of order 16 in 
N,(E) and Q = N,(E). Q is then of sectional 2-rank 4. If No(E)/E s Z1 x E, 
and for all j E N,(E) - E, / C,(j)/ = 22, then N,(E) is the Sylow 2-subgroup of 
A, and E the unique elementary Abelian subgroup of order 16 of No(E). 
Again, Q is of sectional 2-rank 4. Consequently, to treat / N,(E): E 1 = 4, 
we may suppose that No(E) s D, x D, . 
LEMMA 8.4. Let T = S, Y S, where Si = (ai, b; ) ai = bi2 = 1 and 
api = a;‘) E D, . 
(i) If 4 E Aut( T), 4 centralizes a12ar?. 
(ii) If 4 E Aut(T) and 4 centralizes Z(T), 4 normalizes (al , a22> and 
(a12, 4>. 
(iii) If 4 E Aut(T), 4 centralizes Z(T), and 4 normalizes some elementar~~ 
Abelian subgroup of T of order 16, 4 normalizes all elementary Abelian subgroups 
of T of order 16. 
(iv) IfSxLcT,S~DJ),,andL~&,thenS<TandSisadirecf 
factor of T. 
(v) If D z Z, x Z, , D <I T, and D g Z(T), then D lies in some direct 
factor of T. 
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Pvoof. Let ri be the projection of T onto S, . Let d E T, with i d = 4 and 
nl(d)l = 4. If r,(d) E Z(S,), then cd) 4 T and C,(d) s B, x D, . If ! z-.,(d). -L 2 
but r2(d) $ Z(Sa), then C,(d) 2 Z, x Z, x Hz . If 1 n?(d): = 4, C,(d) z Z, x i2, . 
Thus, if (d) Q T and 1 d 1 = 4, (d) = ~~a;,, (u,a,z’ , (a,>, (aea12>. Thus, if 
$ is an automorphism of T, d fixes or interchanges a,? and azp and (i) follows. If d 
centralizes Z(T), <a,:;4 = (a,‘) or (~,a~~>, and so (aI , at2)” == la, , a,‘:,, and 
(ii) follows. 
Suppose that 4 is as in (iii) and 4 normalizes E which is elementary Abelian of 
order 16. Now an involution of T which centralizes (‘a,“, aa> and inverts (al , 
a,“; must belong to 6,(u, , az2:). Thus, b,+ E b,(a, , a,’ J. It follows that $, nor- 
malizes S, x Z(S,) and Z(S,) x S, . 
Now if F is any elementary Abelian subgroup of T of order 16, ~ F n (S, ~I’ 
Z(S,))l = / F n (Z(S,) x S,)i = 8. Also, F = (F n (S, x Z(Q), 
F n (Z(S,) x S,)), and S, i< Z(S,) and Z(S,) x S, each have exactly two 
elementary Abelian subgroups of order 8. Since 4 normalizes E, S, x Z(S,), and 
Z(S,) x S’s, 4 normalizes a11 elementary Xbelian subgroups of order 8 of 
S, x Z(S,) and Z(S,) x S, , and so + normalizes all elementary Abelian sub- 
groups of T of order 16, and (iii) follows. 
To prove (iv), note thatL Q T, by the first paragraph. Composing with suitable 
automorphisms of T we may suppose L == (a,>. Let c E S, / c 1 = 4. Since 
C,(q) = (al,> x S, and (al , c“ E H, \< Z, , c E (a1 , a,‘,. Since c is inverted 
bv an involution in b,la, , a2‘.? c E <:a,?, a,, _‘I. Without loss, we may take <c: == 
<ha-~>. Then, S = (a, d, , where d E b,<u, , ae:, and dz == 1. Thus, d F b,(a12, a,‘~ 
and S = (aa , bp:: or (an , b,a,2;J. In anv case, S Q T. 
For (v), take d E D, d $ Z(T). Since d has exactly two conjugates in T, without 
loss we may suppose nl(d) E Z(S,) and r2(d) $ Z(Sa). Then, [d, T] = Z(S,) and 
D = Id, Z(S,)) C (a, , b,r,(d);:, a direct factor of T. 
We now take Q to be a 2-group, E a self-centralizing elementary Abelian 
subgroup of Q of order 16 with lVo(E) s D, :c’ D, . 1\:e set T = -Vo(E) and 
c’ = Z(T). Since D, Y ZJ, has four elementary Abelian subgroups of order 16, 
1 iv&T): T 1 < 4. 
We show that Q has sectional 2-rank 4. By a result of MacWilliams [19], it 
suffices to show that Q has no elementary Abelian normal subgroup of order 8. 
LEMMA 8.5. Zf ~ IV,(T): T = 4, Q h . as no elementary .-lbeliun normal sub- 
group of order 8. 
Proof. Note first that if B is an elementary Abelian subgroup of T and 
B <I N,(T), then B C CT. Indeed, as B is elementary Abelian, B is contained in 
some subgroup E’ of T with E’ elementary Abelian of order P. Since 1 N,(T): 
T 1 = 4, B lies in all such subgroups of T and B cl l!. Now choose ,q a Q, =I 
elementary Abelian of order 23. If Z(Q) s Z, x Z, , choose =1 so that Z(Q) c /I. 
Since T = N,(E), Z(Q) C T. Thus, Z(Q) i: Z( 7’) == c’. Thus, either X(Q)’ =- 2 
or Z(Q) = Z’. In either case, Z(Q) 6 E. 
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Since [Q, Z,(Q)] C Z(Q) and Z(Q) _C E, [E, Z,(Q)] C E and so Za(Q) C T. 
Now if Z(Q) = Lr, by our choice of A, UC A. As d Q Q, -4 C Z?(Q) and 
--I g T. By the above, .-1 C U, contrary to j -4 j == 23. 
Thus, Z(Q); = 2 and Z(Q) CA. Choose C so that Z(Q) C CC =I, and 
C <I Q. As -4 4 Q, this is possible. Then, CC Zs(Q) C T and so CC U. Thus, 
C = CT. So 1’ C -2, U 4 Q and A 4 Q. 
Since i -4 : U ) = 2, it follows that [Q, A] C C’. In particular, [E, A] L L; Z E. 
Thus, d c :Vo(E) = T, again a contradiction and the lemma follows. 
Thus, in what follows we suppose that ’ N,(T): T i <I 2. First, Ive note: 
IdEMMA 8.6. If T (1 Q, Q is of sectional 2-rank 4. 
Proof. By Lemma 8.5, I Q: T ) = 2 and 1 Q 1 = 27. Let K C Q with K,, Q K 
and K/I;; elementary Abelian of order 32. 
If K = Q, then K,, 1 B(Q). Since .5.’ = @5(T), c’ C K0 . Thus, as i CT ; = 
; K. I, 1: == Ii-(). Thus, Q/U is elementary Abelian and C’C: E. So E Q Q, 
contrary to T = :‘Vli,(E) C Q. 
If 1 K i = 2”, 1 K,, j == 2. Since T has no Abelian subgroup of index 2, Q 
has no Abelian subgroup of index 2. Thus, [K, K] = k’, . Since K a Q, 
K. C Z(Q). Now 1 K n T I = 25. Also, as K0 c Z(Q), K, C Z(T) = U, and 
K n T/K,, is elementary Abelian of order 2’. 
If, in the notation of Lemma 8.4, K, = la,zaa,2), T/K,, z D,, D, has no 
Abelian subgroup of index 2. Thus, K,, = (a12:j or (a,“:,. Since T/K,, s 
Z, .< h2 ;k: D, and (K n T)/k’, is elementary Abelian of order 16, K n T s 
Z, x E, x OS. Thus, K n T contains a subgroup E’, E’ elementary Abelian 
of order 16. Since [K, K] C E’, E’ <I K. 
Since & = (a,“) or (+,s> and K0 (7 Z(Q), by Lemma 84(i). C’C Z(Q). BJ 
Lemma 8.4(iii), T contains the normalizer of all of its elementary Abelian groups 
of order 16, contrary to E’ il K. 
Thus, j K I = 35 and K,, = I. Thus, K n Tis elementary Abelian of order 16, 
and a contradiction results, as in the last paragraph. 
Thus, in what follows No(T) C Q and ( Q ) > 27. Since we wish to prove (2 
has sectional 2-rank 4, we may suppose Q has an elementary Abelian normal 
subgroup .4 or order 8. If Z(Q) z Z, :d: Z, , choose A so that Z(Q) & -4. If 
Z(Q) z Z, < Z, , set D == Z(Q). Otherwise, choose D z Z, :.’ Z, and D C .-1 
and D (I Q. 
LEMMA 8.7. D = C:. In particular, U -3 Q and U _C -1. 
Proof. 1Ve suppose D f c’ and draw a contradiction. As in Lemma 8.5, 
Z(Q) C Z(T) and Z,(Q) C T. If Z(Q) == Z(T) = Lr, then D = CT So we suppose 
Z(Q) C Z(T), and so I Z(Q)/ = 2. Then, Z(Q) C D and D C Zz(Q). 
Since D = U = Z(T), by Lemma 8.4(v), we may take T = S, x S, , where 
Sr 2 S, z D, and D c .S’, . Since Z(Q) C D, Z(Q) q = Z(S,). 
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Thus, Z(S,) 4 IV,(T). By Lemma 8.4(i), U C Z(N,(T)). 
Let E’ be any elementary Abelian subgroup of T of order 16. Let 
4 E hTo( T) - T. Then, 4 centralizes U = Z(T) and E+ # E. By Lemma 8.4(iii), 
(E’)* # E’. Thus, T is self-normalizing inN,( Consequently, T = h’,(E’). 
Thus, replacing E by E’, if necessary, we may suppose that D 6 E. 
Set Q, = C,(D). Then, No@(E) = D x S, . It follows that E;D is self- 
centralizing in Q,,/D. Thus, Q,lD s D2,,, or QDpnr with m $ 3. Sow the pre- 
image in QO of the cyclic subgroup of index 2 of Q,,/D is i2, :; Zf .. Y&ml ; and 
is normal inQ, since D Q Q and Q, 4 Q. Since m > 3,Z(Q) $ D, a contradiction. 
Let & = Q/U, T = T/U. Then, T is elementary Abelian of order I6 and 
,: IV~( T): T = 2. Since T contains the normalizer of E, C&T) == T. Thus, b! 
Lemma 8.2, Q has a subgroup Q, of index 2 with D C QO and Q,, = Q,/D z 
e, x Z, x D,,, Moreover, all elementary Abelian subgroups of QO of order 2* 
are conjugate in Q and have preimage isomorphic to D, x D, . In particular, 
U C Z(Q,). Since Q 1 -Vo( T), m > 3. We let m be the subgroup of QO isomorphic 
to H, x k, X’ &-I and N its preimage in Q. . We show that Q. > D, .’ D2*, I . 
LEMMA 8.8. go has a subgroup L E D,,,, such that the preimage L oft in Q, 
is isomorphic to Z, x Den,+l . 
Pyoof. Now Co,(E) == T. Thus, E is not contained in iv. Thus, there are 
involutions in Q, - N. Since all elementary Abelian subgroups of QO of order 24 
are conjugate in Q, we may choose f, g EQ,, - IV with of = / g 1 = 2 and 
1 fk- 1 = 2”‘. Thus, <: f, g:, g D,,,, or Dzvn+l . Now(D,f,gy: (1Q,,andif(:‘,g:,r 
D,, , (D,f,gJ) 2 Z, s Z, x D2,,, . Let K = (D, fig> in this case. Then, 
&([K, K]) C Z(Q),) since [K, K] 4 Q,, . Also, S2,([K, K]) C T. But G,([K, K]) $ 
U = Z(T), a contradiction. Thus, (f, g’,, s Dzm+l , and the lemma follows with 
L = (D,f,g,. 
By Lemma 8.8, the preimage of U,(w) is Z, x Zsm-l . TakefE h: with f / = 4 
in m. This is possible since m 2 3. The preimage K of (I’) in A’ is isomorphic to 
Z, ~2~andK~Q,.Set<:g:~ =ZJ,(K).Then,ig~ =4and(g dQ),.LetF 
be the preimage in QO of G’,(m) == Z(Q,). Then, g EF, UC F, and F/U z 
E, x 72, 2 E, . -41~0, f normalizes F. F C T and any conjugate of T. Since 
A/U C Z(Q/ U), A C F. 
LEMMA 8.9. F = (gj x S with S E D, . 
Proof. Now (T, .f j/U s Z, x i?* x D, and F Q <T, f ,, . Let T = S, x S, , 
with Si = <ai , b,:,, as in Lemma 8.4. Since (T, f > centralizes U, by 
Lemma 1.4(ii), (a, , a2> 4 <T, f> and (a,*, a& Q (T, f). Thus, (a;>, (a& C 
Z(QJ = Z(( T,f‘,). Thus, (a, , az> CF. Since (g> aQo and ig)cFC T, 
g E (a, , as‘;,. 
Now ;11 C F and =1 n ((al , a,,~ = c:. Thus, F = <a, , a, ( b , where 
b E =1 - CT. Since K 4 Q, ,.f” == -p t, where a E Z and t E U. Then, [f, b] ~= 
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f”-lt E -4, as A Q Q. Since [f, t] = 1 and ! f i = 8, a -7 I (mod 4). Thus, 
gb == (f 2)b = (f”t)s = f 2 = g. Thus, g E Z(F). Since / F / == 25, F = C,(g) = 
(g) x SwithSs D,. 
LEMMA 8.10. (i) Q, = S :< L with S z D, of Lemma 8.9 and L s D,,,tl , 
zcith m > 3. 
(ii) S >: Z(L) Q Q, Z(S) X L 4 Q. 
(iii) Q’S Y Z(L) z De,,,+, orQDzm+l . 
Proof. Q, = (T’ 1 UC T’ CQ, and T’ s DJ x D&. If I.: C T’ C Q,, and 
T’ z D, >. DB , then F C T’. By Lemma 8.4(iv), (v), S Q T’ and T’ = S Y S 
with s’ 2 D, It follows that S <1 Q,, . Since SU/C’2 Z(Q,,/ti) and SF/C s 
S/Z(S), Q, induces inner automorphisms of S and Q, = SCoO(S) with 
S n Coo(S) = Z(S). Thus, CoO(S)/U z D,,. _ 
Now T := S :i s’ with s’ s D, and EC T -= N,(E). If 0’ C T’ C Q, and 
T’ E Dtl \, D, , T and T’ are conjugate in Q. Thus, T’ contains a subgroup E’, 
elementary Abelian of order 16, with T’ = N&E’). Also, T’ == S x S” and 
E’=(E’nS) >:(E’n.~)withE’nS~E’nS”~B, xz,. 
In QO s QJU, E’ z i2, x Z, and Aro,(E’) = T’ is elementary Abelian of 
order 16. Thus, E’ g N. Since S n E’ C N, E’ n S” g N. 
Now E’ n S” C Coo(S), and as T” runs through the subgroups of Q,, containing __- 
U and isomorphic to DH x D, , E’ A 5’” runs through all cosets of G,(m) not 
contained in x. In particular, there are involutions s, t with s, t E Coo(S) and 
S? 1 .= 21,‘. As in Lemma 1.8, (s, t, U) s Ba x DZm+l , and (i) follows. 
Now QO <1 Q, 1: Q Q and F/U q = Z(Qa/U). Thus, F Q Q. Now F = S x (g>, 
Since S ?( Z(L) = S x (gs) is generated by the involutions of F, S x Z(L) 
is characteristic in F and normal in Q. Thus, (ii) follows, as Co,,(S x Z(L)) = 
Z(S) Y L. 
Since S ;.: Z(L) is of index 4 in T and / I\i,( T) : T 1 = 2, (iii) follows. 
Lemma 8. I1 now follows: 
L~~hlA8.11. ~fHHQOandH~2$ xi& x Da,No(H)ZQ!,. 
Proof. If E’ is an elementary Abelian group of order 16 and E’ C Q, , E’ = 
(E’ n S) x (E’ n L) and NoO(E’) = N,(E) x IV,(E) z D, :< D, . Since H 
contains such an E’ and since 1 Z(H)/ = 23, H = (H n S) x (If n L). 
IfHnSgDsandHnLz& ,xZ,, then S x Z(L) _C H. The homomorphic 
image of H in Q/S x Z(L) is a noncentral involution of Q/S x Z(L). Thus, 
I No(H): H j = 2 and N&H) CQO . 
If H n S s 7, x Z, and H n L s D,, , similar reasoning shows that / N,(H): 
H / f 4. Since m > 3, 1 N,“(H): H 1 = 4. Thus N,(H) CQ, . 
LEMMA 8.12. If Q is a 2-group having an elementary Abelian subgroup E of 
order 16 zuith No(E) s DB x D, , Q is of sectional 2-rank 4. 
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Proof. Set (j,,~ = Z(L) C Z(Q). We claim: Q/(j> is of sectional 2-rank 4. 
TakeJCQ,withJnSs& x&and JnL~Ds.ByLemma8.11andthe 
structure of Qa , No(J) s D, x D,, . Thus, J/<j> is elementary Abelian of 
order 16 and No,& J/(j)) s D, x D, The claim follows by induction. 
Take Kc Q with K, Q K and K,/K, elementary Abelian of order 25. If 
j E K, or j $ K, we have an immediate contradiction by the claim above. Thus, 
j E K - Ka and j is not a square in K. 
If K n L ---I (i j,. , ; K n Q. / < 2”. Since i K 1 ;:z 25, K n QO s D, : Z, and 
K I = 2”. Then, K, = 1 and K is Abelian, a contradiction. 
Thus, K n L g Z, x Z, . Also, Kg Q,, . Then, K normalizes (S, K n L) by 
Lemma S.lO(ii), and (S, K n L,> s D, x Z, x Z, , contradicting Lemma 8.11. 
Lemma 8. I2 follows. 
We now consider the possibility that N,(E) z D, wr Z, . \Fe set T :: 
D, x D, as before. In the notation of Lemma 8.4, U = Z(T) and (j> = (ar%~~~, . 
FVe let R = No(E). 
The following can be verified without difficulty. 
LEnrnr?l 8.13. (i) Z(R) = (ji and Z,(R) = U. 
(ii) Setting R = R/U, T is the unique elementary Abelian subgroup of 
order 16 in R, 1 Z(R)1 = 22, and Z(R) C T. 
(iii) T is characteristic in R. 
(iv) T has two elementary Abelian subgroups of order 16, E, and E’ with 
E 4 R and E’ 4 R. Moreover, E n E’ = 1’. 
(v) T has two elementary Abelian subgroups of order 16, E” and E” with E” 
and E” conjugate in R. Moreover, E” n E” = U. 
(vi) R is of sectional 2-rank 4. 
LEnnvrh 8.14. Zf N,(E) CQ, Q h as n I o eementary Abelian normal subgroup of 
oFder 8. 
Proof. Let rl 4 Q, A elementary Abelian of order 8. 
Since R = No(E), Z(Q) _C R. Thus, Z(Q) = Z(R) = (j} _C E. Since [Z,(Q), 
Q] C Z(Q). [Z,(Q), E] c (j) C E. Thus, Z,(Q) C R and Z,(Q) = Z,(R) = cr. 
Likewise, Z,(Q) c R. Since Za(Q)/U C Z(R/U), Z,(Q) Z T. 
It follows that U = Z,(Q) _C A and A C T. 
By the structure of T s D, x D, , A lies in some elementary Abelian sub- 
group E, of T of order 16. 
Since A (I R and E” and E” are conjugate in R with / E” n II’” / = 22, E,, + E” 
or E”. 
Thus, rl C E or A C E’. 
Take ,g E ATa - R. Since II’ is characteristic in R, g E No(T). By (iv) and 
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since g $ N,(E), (E)o = E’. Again it follows that &-Z _C U, a contradiction, and 
the lemma follows. 
Thus, by MacWilliam’s result [19], if N,(E) E Us wr7, , Q is of sectional 
2-rank 4. The proposition of this section follows. 
Now Lemma 2.6 implies the theorem in the case in which M = N,(E)/ 
O(A;,(E)) lies in S, wr 2, . When ilr g A, , a result of Harada [12] implies that 
G is of sectional 2-rank 4. This together with Lemma 2.6 implies the theorem. 
Last, when A/I z S, , a theorem of Stroth [17] together with Lemma 2.6 implies 
the theorem. 
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